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Paul Wilmott on Quantitative Finance, Second Edition
provides a thoroughly updated look at derivatives and
financial engineering, published in three volumes with
additional CD-ROM. Volume 1: Mathematical and
Financial Foundations; Basic Theory of Derivatives; Risk
and Return. The reader is introduced to the fundamental
mathematical tools and financial concepts needed to
understand quantitative finance, portfolio management
and derivatives. Parallels are drawn between the
respectable world of investing and the not-sorespectable world of gambling. Volume 2: Exotic
Contracts and Path Dependency; Fixed Income
Modeling and Derivatives; Credit Risk In this volume the
reader sees further applications of stochastic
mathematics to new financial problems and different
markets. Volume 3: Advanced Topics; Numerical
Methods and Programs. In this volume the reader enters
territory rarely seen in textbooks, the cutting-edge
research. Numerical methods are also introduced so that
the models can now all be accurately and quickly solved.
Throughout the volumes, the author has included
numerous Bloomberg screen dumps to illustrate in real
terms the points he raises, together with essential Visual
Basic code, spreadsheet explanations of the models, the
reproduction of term sheets and option classification
tables. In addition to the practical orientation of the book
the author himself also appears throughout the book—in
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cartoon form, readers will be relieved to hear—to
personally highlight and explain the key sections and
issues discussed. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.
Note: This is the 3rd edition. If you need the 2nd edition
for a course you are taking, it can be found as a "other
format" on amazon, or by searching its isbn:
1534970746 This gentle introduction to discrete
mathematics is written for first and second year math
majors, especially those who intend to teach. The text
began as a set of lecture notes for the discrete
mathematics course at the University of Northern
Colorado. This course serves both as an introduction to
topics in discrete math and as the "introduction to proof"
course for math majors. The course is usually taught with
a large amount of student inquiry, and this text is written
to help facilitate this. Four main topics are covered:
counting, sequences, logic, and graph theory. Along the
way proofs are introduced, including proofs by
contradiction, proofs by induction, and combinatorial
proofs. The book contains over 470 exercises, including
275 with solutions and over 100 with hints. There are
also Investigate! activities throughout the text to support
active, inquiry based learning. While there are many fine
discrete math textbooks available, this text has the
following advantages: It is written to be used in an inquiry
rich course. It is written to be used in a course for future
math teachers. It is open source, with low cost print
editions and free electronic editions. This third edition
brings improved exposition, a new section on trees, and
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a bunch of new and improved exercises. For a complete
list of changes, and to view the free electronic version of
the text, visit the book's website at
discrete.openmathbooks.org
Designed for undergraduate courses in advanced
calculus and real analysis, this book is an easily
readable, intimidation-free advanced calculus textbook.
Ideas and methods of proof build upon each other and
are explained thoroughly.
For courses in Mathematics for Business and
Mathematical Methods in Business.This classic text
continues to provide a mathematical foundation for
students in business, economics, and the life and social
sciences. Abundant applications cover such diverse
areas as business, economics, biology, medicine,
sociology, psychology, ecology, statistics, earth science,
and archaeology. Its depth and completeness of
coverage enables instructors to tailor their courses to
students' needs. The authors frequently employ novel
derivations that are not widespread in other books at this
level. The Twelfth Edition has been updated to make the
text even more student-friendly and easy to understand.
For courses in DC/AC circuits: conventional flow The
Latest Insights in Circuit Analysis Introductory Circuit
Analysis, the number one acclaimed text in the field for
over three decades, is a clear and interesting information
source on a complex topic. The Thirteenth Edition
contains updated insights on the highly technical subject,
providing students with the most current information in
circuit analysis. With updated software components and
challenging review questions at the end of each chapter,
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this text engages students in a profound understanding
of Circuit Analysis.
Haeussler, Paul, and Wood establish a strong algebraic
foundation that sets this text apart from other applied
mathematics texts, paving the way for readers to solve
real-world problems that use calculus. Emphasis on
developing algebraic skills is extended to the
exercises—including both drill problems and applications.
The authors work through examples and explanations
with a blend of rigor and accessibility. In addition, they
have refined the flow, transitions, organization, and
portioning of the content over many editions to optimize
learning for readers. The table of contents covers a wide
range of topics efficiently, enabling readers to gain a
diverse understanding.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. This accessible text is designed to help readers
help themselves to excel. The content is organized into
two parts: (1) A Library of Elementary Functions
(Chapters 1–2) and (2) Calculus (Chapters 3–9). The
book’s overall approach, refined by the authors’
experience with large sections of college freshmen,
addresses the challenges of teaching and learning when
readers’ prerequisite knowledge varies greatly. Readerfriendly features such as Matched Problems, Explore &
Discuss questions, and Conceptual Insights, together
with the motivating and ample applications, make this
text a popular choice for today’s students and
instructors.
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This book is ideal for one- or two-semester or two- or
three-quarter courses covering topics in college
algebra, finite mathematics, and calculus for
students in business, economics, and the life and
social sciences. Haeussler, Paul, and Wood
establish a strong algebraic foundation that sets this
text apart from other applied mathematics texts,
paving the way for students to solve real-world
problems that use calculus. Emphasis on developing
algebraic skills is extended to the
exercises–including both drill problems and
applications. The authors work through examples
and explanations with a blend of rigor and
accessibility. In addition, they have refined the flow,
transitions, organization, and portioning of the
content over many editions to optimize
manageability for teachers and learning for students.
The table of contents covers a wide range of topics
efficiently, enabling instructors to tailor their courses
to meet student needs.
An Introduction to Statistical Learning provides an
accessible overview of the field of statistical learning,
an essential toolset for making sense of the vast and
complex data sets that have emerged in fields
ranging from biology to finance to marketing to
astrophysics in the past twenty years. This book
presents some of the most important modeling and
prediction techniques, along with relevant
applications. Topics include linear regression,
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classification, resampling methods, shrinkage
approaches, tree-based methods, support vector
machines, clustering, and more. Color graphics and
real-world examples are used to illustrate the
methods presented. Since the goal of this textbook is
to facilitate the use of these statistical learning
techniques by practitioners in science, industry, and
other fields, each chapter contains a tutorial on
implementing the analyses and methods presented
in R, an extremely popular open source statistical
software platform. Two of the authors co-wrote The
Elements of Statistical Learning (Hastie, Tibshirani
and Friedman, 2nd edition 2009), a popular
reference book for statistics and machine learning
researchers. An Introduction to Statistical Learning
covers many of the same topics, but at a level
accessible to a much broader audience. This book is
targeted at statisticians and non-statisticians alike
who wish to use cutting-edge statistical learning
techniques to analyze their data. The text assumes
only a previous course in linear regression and no
knowledge of matrix algebra.
A new, fully updated edition of the world’s most
famous book on liver diseases—with updating of all
areas and inclusion of new specific topics, by
internationally renowned specialists This brand new
edition of the classic book on hepatology provides a
concise, clearly presented and well-structured review
across the whole spectrum of hepatobiliary diseases
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by some of the world’s leading hepatologists and
hepatobiliary specialists. Where many other
hepatology textbooks provide detailed accounts of
basic science and clinical management, Sherlock's
Diseases of the Liver and Biliary System, 13th
Edition takes a different approach. Concentrating on
the clinical decisions to be taken and the relevant
supporting data, it is written and edited to maintain
Sheila Sherlock's unique approach, in particular the
clarity and layout of the text, and the explanatory
figures and tables. The book is thus concise, highly
accessible, and generously illustrated with over 700
attractive color figures. There is a pithy approach to
each disease based both on evidence and on the
authors’ experience, the hallmark of this book.
Based on these elements, the 12th edition was
awarded first prize in the 2012 British Medical
Association Book Awards in the Internal Medicine
category. Sherlock's Diseases of the Liver and
Biliary System begins by introducing the anatomy
and function of the liver to readers, continuing then
with in-depth coverage of liver biopsy techniques
and interpretation, and fibrogenesis and its
assessment. There are then chapters on all aspects
of liver and biliary disease including acute liver
failure, cirrhosis, portal hypertension, hepatic
encephalopathy, ascites, hepatitis B and C, alcohol
and the liver, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, drug
related liver reactions, cholestatic, autoimmune and
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genetic liver diseases, benign and malignant
tumours and not least liver transplantation. There are
also chapters on the liver in pregnancy, in the
neonate, infancy and childhood, in systemic
diseases and in infections. This new edition also
features four new individual chapters focusing on
coagulation, non-invasive assessment of fibrosis and
cirrhosis; vascular diseases of the liver and portal
vein thrombosis, and nutrition in liver disease. Digital
downloads of the figures from this edition are offered
on a companion website. Internationally recognized
and loved, world-renowned hepatology book, first
published in 1955 Takes a one-of-a-kind, clinical
approach maintaining Sheila Sherlock’s clarity and
legacy of presentation Full colour throughout with
700 illustrative figures Wide faculty of international
contributors Sherlock's Diseases of the Liver and
Biliary System, 13th Edition is an ideal primer in
hepatology for students and trainees in hepatology
and gastroenterology, and a valuable resource for all
specialist gastroenterologists and hepatologists,
paediatricians, pathologists, radiologists, general
physicians and specialist nurses.
Financial Accounting Theory and Analysis: Text and
Cases, 13th Edition illustrates how accounting
standards impact the daily decisions of accounting
professionals. This authoritative textbook shows how
accounting theory explains why particular companies
select certain accounting methods over others, and
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predicts the attributes of firms by analyzing their
accounting methods. The text examines empirical
research relevant to various theories of accounting
and the uses of accounting information, including the
fundamental analysis model, the efficient markets
hypothesis, the behavioral finance model, the
positive accounting theory model, the human
information processing model, and the value creation
model. Enabling students to develop an informed
perspective on accounting theory, the text reviews
the development and current state of accounting
theory and summarizes current disclosure
requirements for various financial statement items.
The new edition has been fully revised to reflect
current methods of accounting education, including
the incorporation of ethics into the curriculum, the
analysis of a company’s quality of earnings and
sustainable income, the use of the internet as a
source of information, the international dimensions of
accounting, and more. Designed for undergraduate
and graduate accounting majors, the text aligns with
the latest curriculum changes in the CPA exam.
Aims to provide students with a solid background in
analytical mathematics. This book also intends to
help the reader appreciate that analytical
mathematics ideas are built upon clear, accurate and
in-depth explanations.
Introductory Statistics is designed for the onesemester, introduction to statistics course and is
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geared toward students majoring in fields other than
math or engineering. This text assumes students
have been exposed to intermediate algebra, and it
focuses on the applications of statistical knowledge
rather than the theory behind it. The foundation of
this textbook is Collaborative Statistics, by Barbara
Illowsky and Susan Dean. Additional topics,
examples, and ample opportunities for practice have
been added to each chapter. The development
choices for this textbook were made with the
guidance of many faculty members who are deeply
involved in teaching this course. These choices led
to innovations in art, terminology, and practical
applications, all with a goal of increasing relevance
and accessibility for students. We strove to make the
discipline meaningful, so that students can draw
from it a working knowledge that will enrich their
future studies and help them make sense of the
world around them. Coverage and Scope Chapter 1
Sampling and Data Chapter 2 Descriptive Statistics
Chapter 3 Probability Topics Chapter 4 Discrete
Random Variables Chapter 5 Continuous Random
Variables Chapter 6 The Normal Distribution Chapter
7 The Central Limit Theorem Chapter 8 Confidence
Intervals Chapter 9 Hypothesis Testing with One
Sample Chapter 10 Hypothesis Testing with Two
Samples Chapter 11 The Chi-Square Distribution
Chapter 12 Linear Regression and Correlation
Chapter 13 F Distribution and One-Way ANOVA
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KEY BENEFIT:This new book is written in a
conversational, accessible style, offering a great deal
of examples. It gradually ascends in difficulty to help
the student avoid sudden changes in difficulty.
Discusses analysis from the start of the book, to
avoid unnecessary discussion on real numbers
beyond what is immediately needed. Includes
simplified and meaningful proofs. Features Exercises
and Problems at the end of each chapter as well as
Questions at the end of each section with answers at
the end of each chapter. Presents analysis in a
unified way as the mathematics based on
inequalities, estimations, and approximations. For
mathematicians.
Marketers now have the opportunity to invest in more data
research and take advantage of social networking. The new
12th edition of "Marketing Research" shows marketers how to
utilize these techniques to compliment traditional methods.
The book focuses on international market research and
incorporates new case studies to present the latest
information in the field. Marketers will also be able to access
the books Web site for a list of readings, links to other key
sites, sample datasets for analysis, and practice questions
after each chapter.
The new edition of Organizational Behavior includes a rich
array of exercises, cases, and applied materials such as the
Kouzes and Posner Leadership Practices Inventory and
Pfeiffer Annual Edition exercises available in the OB Skills
Workbook. It also focuses more on the hot topic of ethics
throughout the entire book to ensure it is contemporary and
engaging. The text also introduces two brand new key
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features ‘Finding the Leader in You" and "Taking it Online".
"Finding the Leader in You", discusses leading in the
workplace in a personal and applied way. The goal is to make
the material more relevant and applicable to today's readers.
The "Taking it Online" feature will take the reader from the
book to an online case, activity, self-assessment, or video clip
of the leader they are reading about.
Praise for the First Edition ". . . outstandingly appealing with
regard to its style, contents, considerations of requirements of
practice, choice of examples, and exercises." —Zentrablatt
Math ". . . carefully structured with many detailed worked
examples . . ." —The Mathematical Gazette ". . . an up-to-date
and user-friendly account . . ." —Mathematika An Introduction
to Numerical Methods and Analysis addresses the
mathematics underlying approximation and scientific
computing and successfully explains where approximation
methods come from, why they sometimes work (or don't
work), and when to use one of the many techniques that are
available. Written in a style that emphasizes readability and
usefulness for the numerical methods novice, the book
begins with basic, elementary material and gradually builds
up to more advanced topics. A selection of concepts required
for the study of computational mathematics is introduced, and
simple approximations using Taylor's Theorem are also
treated in some depth. The text includes exercises that run
the gamut from simple hand computations, to challenging
derivations and minor proofs, to programming exercises. A
greater emphasis on applied exercises as well as the cause
and effect associated with numerical mathematics is featured
throughout the book. An Introduction to Numerical Methods
and Analysis is the ideal text for students in advanced
undergraduate mathematics and engineering courses who
are interested in gaining an understanding of numerical
methods and numerical analysis.
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This accessible text is designed to help readers help
themselves to excel. The content is organized into three
parts: (1) A Library of Elementary Functions (Chapters 1–2),
(2) Finite Mathematics (Chapters 3–9), and (3) Calculus
(Chapters 10–15). The book's overall approach, refined by
the authors' experience with large sections of college
freshmen, addresses the challenges of learning when
readers' prerequisite knowledge varies greatly. Readerfriendly features such as Matched Problems, Explore &
Discuss questions, and Conceptual Insights, together with the
motivating and ample applications, make this text a popular
choice for today's students and instructors.
The seventh edition of this text continues to provide solid,
practical, and current coverage of the mathematical topics
students must master to attain success in business today.
The text begins with a review of basic mathematics and goes
on to introduce key business topics in analgebra-based
context. A new section in Chapter 1 on problem solving
(Section 1.1) helps students become better critical thinkers,
meanwhile reviewing basic skills. Optional scientific calculator
boxes are integrated throughout, and financial calculator
boxes are now presented in later chapters to help students
become more comfortable with technology as they enter the
business world. The text continues to incorporate applications
to a wide variety of careers so that students from all
disciplines can relate to the material. A real-world application
has been added to every chapter opener.
This book covers elementary discrete mathematics for
computer science and engineering. It emphasizes
mathematical definitions and proofs as well as applicable
methods. Topics include formal logic notation, proof methods;
induction, well-ordering; sets, relations; elementary graph
theory; integer congruences; asymptotic notation and growth
of functions; permutations and combinations, counting
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principles; discrete probability. Further selected topics may
also be covered, such as recursive definition and structural
induction; state machines and invariants; recurrences;
generating functions.
Introductory Mathematical AnalysisFor Business, Economics,
and the Life and Social SciencesPrentice Hall
Astronomy is written in clear non-technical language, with the
occasional touch of humor and a wide range of clarifying
illustrations. It has many analogies drawn from everyday life
to help non-science majors appreciate, on their own terms,
what our modern exploration of the universe is revealing. The
book can be used for either aone-semester or two-semester
introductory course (bear in mind, you can customize your
version and include only those chapters or sections you will
be teaching.) It is made available free of charge in electronic
form (and low cost in printed form) to students around the
world. If you have ever thrown up your hands in despair over
the spiraling cost of astronomy textbooks, you owe your
students a good look at this one. Coverage and Scope
Astronomy was written, updated, and reviewed by a broad
range of astronomers and astronomy educators in a strong
community effort. It is designed to meet scope and sequence
requirements of introductory astronomy courses nationwide.
Chapter 1: Science and the Universe: A Brief Tour Chapter 2:
Observing the Sky: The Birth of Astronomy Chapter 3: Orbits
and Gravity Chapter 4: Earth, Moon, and Sky Chapter 5:
Radiation and Spectra Chapter 6: Astronomical Instruments
Chapter 7: Other Worlds: An Introduction to the Solar System
Chapter 8: Earth as a Planet Chapter 9: Cratered Worlds
Chapter 10: Earthlike Planets: Venus and Mars Chapter 11:
The Giant Planets Chapter 12: Rings, Moons, and Pluto
Chapter 13: Comets and Asteroids: Debris of the Solar
System Chapter 14: Cosmic Samples and the Origin of the
Solar System Chapter 15: The Sun: A Garden-Variety Star
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Chapter 16: The Sun: A Nuclear Powerhouse Chapter 17:
Analyzing Starlight Chapter 18: The Stars: A Celestial Census
Chapter 19: Celestial Distances Chapter 20: Between the
Stars: Gas and Dust in Space Chapter 21: The Birth of Stars
and the Discovery of Planets outside the Solar System
Chapter 22: Stars from Adolescence to Old Age Chapter 23:
The Death of Stars Chapter 24: Black Holes and Curved
Spacetime Chapter 25: The Milky Way Galaxy Chapter 26:
Galaxies Chapter 27: Active Galaxies, Quasars, and
Supermassive Black Holes Chapter 28: The Evolution and
Distribution of Galaxies Chapter 29: The Big Bang Chapter
30: Life in the Universe Appendix A: How to Study for Your
Introductory Astronomy Course Appendix B: Astronomy
Websites, Pictures, and Apps Appendix C: Scientific Notation
Appendix D: Units Used in Science Appendix E: Some Useful
Constants for Astronomy Appendix F: Physical and Orbital
Data for the Planets Appendix G: Selected Moons of the
Planets Appendix H: Upcoming Total Eclipses Appendix I:
The Nearest Stars, Brown Dwarfs, and White Dwarfs
Appendix J: The Brightest Twenty Stars Appendix K: The
Chemical Elements Appendix L: The Constellations Appendix
M: Star Charts and Sky Event Resources
Revised edition of the author's Investments, 2013.
This textbook aims to fill the gap between those that offer a
theoretical treatment without many applications and those
that present and apply formulas without appropriately deriving
them. The balance achieved will give readers a fundamental
understanding of key financial ideas and tools that form the
basis for building realistic models, including those that may
become proprietary. Numerous carefully chosen examples
and exercises reinforce the student’s conceptual
understanding and facility with applications. The exercises
are divided into conceptual, application-based, and
theoretical problems, which probe the material deeper. The
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book is aimed toward advanced undergraduates and firstyear graduate students who are new to finance or want a
more rigorous treatment of the mathematical models used
within. While no background in finance is assumed,
prerequisite math courses include multivariable calculus,
probability, and linear algebra. The authors introduce
additional mathematical tools as needed. The entire textbook
is appropriate for a single year-long course on introductory
mathematical finance. The self-contained design of the text
allows for instructor flexibility in topics courses and those
focusing on financial derivatives. Moreover, the text is useful
for mathematicians, physicists, and engineers who want to
learn finance via an approach that builds their financial
intuition and is explicit about model building, as well as
business school students who want a treatment of finance
that is deeper but not overly theoretical.
"The text is suitable for a typical introductory algebra course,
and was developed to be used flexibly. While the breadth of
topics may go beyond what an instructor would cover, the
modular approach and the richness of content ensures that
the book meets the needs of a variety of programs."--Page 1.
College Algebra provides a comprehensive exploration of
algebraic principles and meets scope and sequence
requirements for a typical introductory algebra course. The
modular approach and richness of content ensure that the
book meets the needs of a variety of courses. The text and
images in this textbook are grayscale.
Introductory Business Statistics is designed to meet the
scope and sequence requirements of the one-semester
statistics course for business, economics, and related majors.
Core statistical concepts and skills have been augmented
with practical business examples, scenarios, and exercises.
The result is a meaningful understanding of the discipline,
which will serve students in their business careers and realPage 16/20
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world experiences.
This major global history of the twentieth century is written by
four prominent international historians for first-year
undergraduate level and upward. Using their thematic and
regional expertise, the authors cover events in Europe, Asia,
the Middle East, Africa and the Americas from the last century
and beyond. Among the areas this book covers are: the
decline of European hegemony over the international order;
the diffusion of power to the two superpowers; the rise of
newly independent states in Asia and Africa; and, the course
and consequences of the major global conflicts of the
twentieth century. This second edition is thoroughly updated,
and includes extended coverage of European integration, the
rise of supra-governmental organizations, and the 'global War
on Terror'.

Calculus for Business, Economics, and the Social and
Life Sciences introduces calculus in real-world contexts
and provides a sound, intuitive understanding of the
basic concepts students need as they pursue careers in
business, the life sciences, and the social sciences. The
new Ninth Edition builds on the straightforward writing
style, practical applications from a variety of disciplines,
clear step-by-step problem solving techniques, and
comprehensive exercise sets that have been hallmarks
of Hoffmann/Bradley's success through the years.
Haeussler, Paul, and Wood establish a strong algebraic
foundation that sets this text apart from other applied
mathematics texts, paving the way for students to solve
real-world problems that use calculus. Emphasis on
developing algebraic skills is extended to the exercisesincluding both drill problems and applications. KEY
TOPICS: Review of Algebra;Applications and More
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Algebra;Functions and Graphs;Lines, Parabolas, and
Systems;Exponential and Logarithmic
Functions;Mathematics of Finance;Matrix Algebra;Linear
Programming;Introduction to Probability and
Statistics;Additional Topics in Probability;Limits and
Continuity;Differentiation;Additional Differentiation
Topics;Curve Sketching;Integration;Applications of
Integration;Continuous Random Variables;Multivariable
Calculus MARKET: Appropriate for Mathematics for
Business Courses.
Haeussler and Wood establish a strong algebraic
foundation that sets this text apart from other applied
mathematics texts, paving the way for readers to solve
real-world problems that use calculus. Emphasis on
developing algebraic skills is extended to the exercises including both drill problems and applications. The
authors work through examples and explanations with a
blend of rigor and accessibility. In addition, they have
refined the flow, transitions, organization, and portioning
of the content over many editions to optimize learning for
readers. The table of contents covers a wide range of
topics efficiently, enabling readers to gain a diverse
understanding.
This classic book continues to provide a foundation for
mathematical literacy in business, economics, and the
life and social sciences. Covers concepts ranging from
introductory equations and functions through curve
sketching, integration, and multivariable calculus. Helps
readers connect concepts with the world around them
through genuine applications, covering such diverse
areas as business, economics, biology, medicine,
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sociology, psychology, ecology, statistics, earth science,
and archaeology. Updates exercises, problems, and
Mathematical Snapshots throughout. Improves writing
style and mathematical derivations without sacrificing the
book's signature flavor. For anyone interested in learning
more about introductory mathematical analysis.
A new approach to the foundations of single variable
calculus, based on the introductory course taught at
Caltech In mathematics, "cranks" are people who insist
they understand something new about math even when
the world tells them they are doing it wrong. This
introduction to calculus is written with those cranks in
mind, based on the foundational course that Nets Katz
teaches at Caltech. It emphasizes the practical purposes
of the foundations, such as tracking errors in
calculations. In addition to covering the basics of single
variable calculus, the book outlines the mathematical
method--the ability to express oneself with absolute
precision and then to use logical proofs to establish that
certain statements are universally true. Katz emphasizes
conceptual clarity, as well as testing hypotheses and
writing complete proofs. The result is a rigorous calculus
book of use not only to future mathematicians but also to
scientists and engineers.
&> Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content. If
you would like to purchaseboth the physical text and
MyMathLab, search for ISBN-10: 0321947622
/ISBN-13:9780321947628. That package includes
ISBN-10: 0321431308 /ISBN-13: 9780321431301,
ISBN-10: 0321654064/ISBN-13:978032165406, and
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ISBN-10: 0321945522/ISBN-13: 9780321945525.
MyMathLab is not a self-paced technology and should
only be purchased when required by an instructor.
Barnett/Ziegler/Byleen is designed to help students help
themselves succeed in the course. This text offers more
built-in guidance than any other on the market–with
special emphasis on prerequisites skills–and a host of
student-friendly features to help students catch up or
learn on their own.
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